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Abstract

Serial position of a single poor or good performance in c series of

otherwise good or poor performances was manipulated to examine its effects

on both ratings and recommended actions toward the ratee. 564 undergraduate

Ss viewed 4 videotaped lectures in 1 session or over 4 days. Behavioral

Observation Scale (BOS) ratings of performance acress the 4 lectures were

unaffected by a single poor performance in a series of good performances.

BOS ratings were higher when a single good performance occurred in later

positions in a series of poor performances. Overall ratings on a 1-item

scale showed greater effects. In the single session conditions, a recency

effect resulted such that the overall rating was given in the direction of

the most recent performance. In the 4-day sessions a single good

performance did not elevate ratings of poor base performance; but a single

poor performance Aiay have made establishment of a schema difficult and

lowered ratings of good base performance. Similar results were also

obtained for recommendations to punish the instructor.

ii
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Rating Variable Performance

At the beginning of this decade, studies of performance appraisal

shifted focus from the study of rating forms to the examination of cognitive

processes (Cooper, 1981; DeNisi, Cafferty, & Mealino, 1984; Feldman, 1981;

Landy & Farr, 1980). As a result, a rater is depicted as observing

behavior, storing the observations in memory after processing them,

recalling the stored information at a later time, and then translating the

recalled information into some judgement of the performance.

As a result of this shift in focus, many empirical studies have

examined factors that influence ratings of performance. Much of this

research assumes that performance is stable. In fact, if raters evaluate

performance differently over time, the variation is usually attributed to

unreliability of the rater (Landy & Farr, 1983). There is a body of

research, however, which indicates that individual performance varies over

time (Rambo, Chomiak, & Price, 1983; Ronan & Prien, 1971; Rothe, 1978).

Kane and Lawler (1979) also note that periods of coasting or bursts of

achievement are commonly observed in people. While the recent cognitive

approaches do include implications for rating variable performance (cf.

Cooper, 1981; DeNisi et al., 1984), to date, little research has been done

to address how raters process variable or inconsistent information about a

single individual.

Murphy and his colleagues have conducted research that indirectly

addresses how raters process variable information in ratee performance.

Their research studied perceptions of specific incidents of performance. In

1985, Murphy, Balzer, Lockhart, and Eisenman reported a contrast-effect bias

Li
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such that a ratee's regent average performance was rated lower if the same

ratee's previous perfarmance was gaod and higher if previous performance was

poor The effect was not present when memory demands increased, and Murphy

et al. concluded that the contrast effect was due to greater attention to

and richer encading of inconsistent performance. In a secand study, Murphy,

Gannett, Herr, and Chen (1986) found an assimilation effect. An

assimilatian effect operates in the opposite direction of a contrast effect

by making perceptions of inconsistent information appear similar ta the

other infarmation. In this study it was demonstrated by recall of the

ratee's previous performance being biased in the direction of the ratee's

more recent performance: but only with increased memory demands. Murphy e-

al. attributed this assimilation effect ta the development of a schema which

biases memory for rate behavior. Based on both studies, Murphy et

al. (1986) concluded that contrast effects result in conditions where

attentional processes are maximized and memory demands are minimized, while

assimilation effects result when attention is minimized and memory demands

are great. These studies, however, did rot require raters to integrate the

several observations inta a single overall impression. Rather, their focus

was an the rating of a particular observation in the context of other

abservations. An integrated, overall rating of an individual's performance

is required in typical organizational appraisal situations, ever when

employee performance is variable.

A study by Scott and Hamner (1975) did obtain averall ratings. They

found no effect for performance variability or increasing or decreasing

perfarmance patterns on ratings of overall performance. Subjects in this

J
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study, however, rated performance on a marble-bagging task for which the

objective criterion of quantity or performance was readily observed. DeNisi

and Stevens (1981) found that variable performance was rated lower tion

stable performance, except at the high performance level where variability

had no effect. A more recent study by Steiner and Rain (in press) asked

subjects to provide overall evaluations cf an instructor based on viewing

four short videotapes of his teaching. Three of the excerpts represented

average performance, while a fourth, occurring in varying serial positions,

represented either poor or good performance. The authors found evidence for

a recency effect, in that the overall rating was biased in the direction of

the inconsistent performance if it was in the last serial position. They

concluded that the attention decrement hypothesis best accounted for the

recency effect (Anderson, 1971; Luchins, 1957; Schneider, Hastorf, &

Ellsworth, 1979), According to this hypothesis, a primacy effect results

due to waning attention as people continue to observe while a recency effect

occurs when attention is maintained throughout the observation period.

The current study continues the examination of rating variable

performance of a single individual. It extends the research of Steiner and

Rain on two major points. First, the inconsistent performance for this

study differed more from base performance in order to study more clear cases

of variability in performance. In Steiner and Rain (in press) the good or

$

poor performance may not have been noticeably different from average

performance. And second, subjects in Steiner and Rain (in press) rated each

performance excerpt immediately following observation and rated overall

performance at the end of the experimental session. This may have helped
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maintain attention and contributed to th6 recency effect. The current

study, therefore, only solicited the final overall, ratings. The current

study was also conducted using immediate and delayed rating conditions as

this factor has been found to influence performance ratings significantly

(Murphy et al., 1985; Steiner & Rain, in press).

In addition, subjects' recommendaticns for actions to take toward the

instructor were examined.

Method

Procedure Overview. Subjects viewed four videotaped excerpts of

lectures by an instructor. Each excerpt was approximately seven minutes in

length. The design of the study was a 2 X 2 X 5 factorial. Subjects were

run in groups of 5 to 10 which were randomly assigned to one of the

experimental cells. There were two levels of time delay, either immediate,

in which case subjects viewed all four lectures and rated performance in one

one-hour session, or delayed, where subjects viewed one lecture aach day for

four consecutive days and returned on the fifth day to make their ratings.

There were two levels of base performance, good or poor. And there were

five serial positions for the presentation of the inconsistent performance.

The poor or good inconsistent performance was either omitted (control

condition) or occurred first, second, third, or fourth in the series. The

same poor lecture was used as inconsistent performance for the good base

performance conditions, and the same good one for the poor base performance

conditions.

Subjects. 564 undergraduate students, primarily sophomores, at a large

southern state university participated in the experiment for extra credit in
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their psychology courses. Approximately 28 subjects were assigned to each

condition.

Videotapes. A professional actor was hired to portray an instructor

giving poor, overage, and good quality lectures of each of four lectures.

The lectures covered various management topics that students would likely

encounter in r first management or industrial psychology course. The actor

was given a copy of the rating form (described below) and told to behave it

ways consistent with the poor, average, or good ratings on the form. His

performance was consistently poor, average, or good across all dimensions.

For example, in the poor performance lectures, he acted nervous, spoke in a

monotone, and did not vary his facial expression, all behaviors represented

by items on the rating form.

Instruments

Rating Form. Ratings were made on a 10-item behavioral observation

scale (BOS) for instructor performance adapted from MurOy, Martin, and

Garcia (1982). Subjects responded to each item using a 7-point Likert-type

scale. Internal consistency reliability was .80 for the scale in past

research (Steiner & Rain, in press). Subjects also indicated thei- overall

impression of the instructor using a one-item 7-point scale.

Appropriate Actions. Finally, subjects completed a 24-item instrument

regarding how appropriate various actions to take toward the instructor

were. The instrument was developed for this study to cover a variety of

alternatives for dealing with an instructor. Subjects rated how appropriate

each item was on a 9-point scale ranging from not appropriate ("1") to very

appropriate ("9"). "Decrease his pay" and "Recommend him for a promotion"

3
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are two items from the instrument. A principal components analysis of the

scale yielded three factors by examining eiyenvalues and scree plots. An

oblique rotation was chosen, and items were retained when their loadings

were above .50 on Heir respective factors. The factors were labelled

Counsel, Punish, and Reward.

Results

A MANOW. was conducted on the two dependent variables of the summated

10-point BOS and the overall rating. Significant multivariate effects (all

0.01) resulted for the main effects of base performance and serial position

of the inconsistent performance, for the two-way interaction of base

performance by serial position, and for the three-way interaction of delay

by base performance by serial position.

Univariate effects on the summated BOS were significant for base

performance [F(1,544)=77.14, 0.01] and the base performance oy se.ial

position interaction [F(4,544)=3.50, 0.01]. The main effect indicates that

having good base performance is rated better than having poor base

performance. The result:, of the interoctioh are of more interest and are

graphed in Figure 1. Ratings of good base performance are lowest when an

inconsistent performance occurs in second position. A recent poor

performance (in fourth position) did not have detrimental effects when three

good performances had preceded it. None of the means from the good base

performance ,ere significantly different, however, by Student Newman -Keuls

(SNK) multiple comparisons. Ratings of poor base performance generally

mirrored those of the good base performance, although hmtng a good

performance in the series tended to raise the overall rating above the

3
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control group of all four poor performances An occurrence of good

performance early on did riot help as much as later occurences. SNK

comparisons showed that tie mean of the control group was significantly

lower than those for the group who viewed a good performance second and the

group who viewed a good pe,ormance fourth.

Univariate effects on the one-item overall rating were significcit for

base performance [F(1,544)=716.16, 0.01], serial position [F(4,544)=7.05,

0.01], the interaction of base performance by serial position [F(4,544),-

14.91, 0.01], and the interaction of delay by base performance 137 serial

position [F(4,544)=4.86, 0.01]. For interpreti,h3 purposes, this three-way

interaction is graphed in Figure 2. For the immediate rating conditions,

there is a tendency towara a recency effect in these overall impressions.

The later the inconsistent performance occurs in the series, the greater the

effect it seems to have. Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) tests for differences

in means indicated that for good base performance the ratings were lower

than the control group if the poor performance occurred second or fourth.

For poor 'vase performance, the ratings were significantly higher than the

control group when the good performance occurred last. For the delayed

rating conditions, the results for the good base performance are similar to

those for the summated BOS reported previously. There is a greater

detriment for a single poor performance when it occurs in second or third

position rather than anywhere else. SNK's showed the ratings for these two

condi .ons to be significantly lower than the ratings in any of the three

other delayed rating conditions with good base performance. For the poor

base performance, any occurence of good performance does not seem help the

10
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overall impression ratings.

li

Similar analyses were also conducted for the actions to take toward the
l

instructor scale. A MANOVA on the three variables, counsel, rewcrd, and

punish, produced significant main effects for delay [F(3, 539)=2.65, 0.05],

base performance [F(3, 539)=109.13, 0.01], and serial position [F(12,

1426.35)=4.30, 2<.01]. Significant interactions were attained for base

performance by serial position [F(12, 1426.35)=4.57, 0.01] and delay by

base performance by serial position [F(12, 1426.35)-3.22, 0.01].

Univariate ANOVAs were done for each action separately. For the

appropriateness to counsel, the overall F and the three main effect F's were

all significant at the C/1 level (see Table 1). The base performance by

serial position interaction and the three-way interaction of delay by base

performlnce by serial pLition were significant at the .01 and .05 levels,

respectively also in Table 1). For interpretation, the three factor

interaction is graphed in Figure 3. SNK comparisons indicated that

individuals in the goui base performance control groups (both the delayed

and the immediate) rated the appropriateness to counsel significantly lower

than individuals assigned to any other condition. Therefore, having even

one poor performance resulted in higher ratings for counseling. Individuals

in the delayed condition with good base performance rated counseling

significantly less appropriate if the single poor performance occurred last

rather than in second position.

For the ratings ofi1 the appropriateness to punish, the overall F was

significant [F(19, 541)==18.05, 0.01]. Significant e;"fects resulted for the

base performance main effect [F (1, 541)=234,77, p<.01], the interaction of
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base performance and serial position [F (4, 541)=7.87, 2(.01], and the three

factor interaction, delay by base performance by serial position [F (4,

541)=7.31, 2(.01]. The main effect for base performance indicates that

punishment is viewed more appropriate for poor base performance than for

good base performance. The three-way interaction is graphed in Figure 4.

SNK comparisons indicated significantly lower punishment ratings by subjects

in the immediate delay - -poor base performance condition when a single good

performance occurred last in the series relative to the control group. In

the immediate delay--good base performance condition, subjects gave

significantly higher punishment ratings when a single poor performance

occurred last as compared to the control group. For the delayed condition

with good base performance, subjects who viewed the inconsistent poor

performance in the second and third serial positions rated punishment as

more appropriate than subjects in the control group and the group who viewed

it last. No other significant differences occurred within conditions.

Finally, for the ratings of the appropriateness to reward, the overall

F (19, 541)=16.9R, 2(.01', was significant. Main effects resulted for base

performance [F(1, 541)=203.48, 2(.01] and serial position [F(4, 541)=7.38,

2(.01]. The interaction of base performance and serial position was the

only other significant effect [F(4, 541)=7.25, 2(.01], and it is presented

in Figure 5. SNK multiple comparisons showed that subjects in the good base

performance conditions gave higher reward ratings than subjects in the poor

base performance condtiors. Subjects w,io only viewed good performances

(control group) gave higher reward ratings than subjects who had seen even

one poor performance. Subjects in the good base performance conditions who
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saw `nor performance either initially or last rated rewarding as more

appropriate than subjects who viewed it se,-..,:nd.

Discussion

The results for the BOS ratings would seem to indicate evidence for

ideas presented by Schuh (1978) and Webster (1982). They hypothesized that

contrast effects would occur when rating ambiguous performance, while

assimilation would occur when rating extreme performance. The design of the

current study focused on the extreme performance situation. No recency

effect resulted for the inconsistent poor performance in a series of good

performances. It would appear that a schema develops which biases memory

for ratee behavior, as was fcund in Murphy et al. (1986). The detriment of

having an instance of poor performance only resulted when it occurred in

second position, before the schema was established, but this effect was not

significant. When poor' performance was the base, a good performance did

improve ratings on the BOS. Raters generally prefer to give positive

ratings (Landy & Farr, 1983), and the BOS asks for occurrences of specific

behaviors, so the raters in the poor base performance did seem to take this

good performance into account. This study did not directly test for the

contrast versus assimilation effect; assimilation was inferred from the lack

of a recency effect. Further research needs to test this directly by

examining ratings of each incident of performance, not just overall ratings.

When rating using an overall impression rather than specific behaviors,

the results looked somewhat different. Here there was perhaps no need to

justify an overall unfavorable impression as is required in behavioral

ratings such as BOS; hence, when viewing the lectures in the poor base

13
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performance conditions across the period of a week, raters maintained their

negative evaluation, unaffected by an incidence of good performance. If,

however, they viewed the tapes consecutively and rated them immediately, the

recent good performance caught their attention producing a recency effect,

similar 4-1 the one reported in Steiner and Rain (in press).

The good base performance conditions produced results similar to the

BOS ratings for the delayed conditions but not for the immediate. It is

possible that a schoma for level of performance develops over time in the

delayed conditions. Thus, the initial poor performance is forgotten while

the recent poor performance is subject to assimilation or attributed to

unstable causes since the schema is well established at that point. It may

be more difficult to establish a schema wnen the inconsistent performance

occurs in the middle of the series; performance would perhaps appear more

variable. In the immediate conditions, the attention decrement hypothesis

would seem to be operating. The different recent performance captures the

attention of the subject in this time period and results in greater

weighting of the recent. information.

In performance rating, raters seem to be unaffected by the occurrence

of a single poor performance when it occurs early or late in a series of

good performances. This finding is in opposition to the Steiner and Rain

(in press) results where recency effects predominated. Considering both

studies, we would conclude that raters who rate individual performances and

are therefore attentive to each performance will tend give extra weight to

the inconsistent performance when it occurs late in the series. On the

other .land, raters who do not pay special attention to each performance are

14
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likely to underattend to the recent poor performance due to waning

attention. As in Steiner and Rain (in press), a recent good performance

always seems to help. Further research is needed to understand why the
1

ratings are affected when the inconsistent performance occurs at the second

position. As mentioned earlier, it may be due to the difficulty of

establishing a schema. Attribution theory (Kelley, 1973) would also seem to

be a fruitful avenue to pursue to investigate whether raters attribute the

inconsistent performance to internal or external factors and whether these

attributions affect subsequent ratings. Attributing the inconsistent

performance to external factors would presumably result in ratings that

ignore the inconsistent performance; whereas attributions to internal

factors would probably take the inconsistent performance into account.

With regard to actions to take toward the instructor, subjects

recommended counseling and punishment as more appropriate for poor base

performance and reward as more appropriate for good base performance. The

interactions of various factors with serial position of inconsistent

performance are of greater interest. For counseling, '.he major finding was

that in the delayed condition with good perfcrmance, counseling is rated as

less appropriate when poor performance occurs last. Raters seem willing to

overlook this poor performance when performance has otherwise been good;

perhaps they attribute it to unstable causes and therefore disregard it.

Results for punishment were more varied, perhaps because punishment is

a stronger action than counseling. If base performance was poor and the

delay was immediate, a recent good performancelmade punishment a less

appropriate response than if all performances were poor. These results
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paralleled those for the same condition on t.ie overall ratings. Punishment

was probably rated as less appropriate because performance was viewed as

better. The ratings for punishment in the good base performance conditions

was also similar to the results for overall ratings. In the immediate

rating conditions, if poor performance was viewed last, punishment was

viewed as more appropriate, just as performance was rated more favorably.

And in the delayed conditions, when poor performance occurred in second or

third position it was punished more, just as it was rated less favorably.

Finally, having a single poor performance resulted in lower reward

ratings. Viewing poor performance second resulted in lower reward ratings

than viewing it initially or last, reflecting the tendency to make lower

overall ratings when poor performance occured second.

Similar explanations can be applied to the action scales as were

relevant to the performance rating scales. The results for punishment more

closely parallel the overall rating results than either the results for

counsel or for reward. Punishment is ,iot only a strong action to take, but

it is also the action most close'; tied to poor performance. Reviewing the

absolute ratings of performance, ,efts tended to rate all performace,

even the good base performance, ut L.f.ut the average or lower level on the

scale. Punishment would' pres.'..1), oe the action that would be both

somewhat appropriate and most cersitive to different performance levels.

Attribution theory may also prove useful in explaining the suggested

actions.
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